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About This Content

Extend your experience in the unique universe of Dragon Ball Xenoverse with this DLC GT Pack 1 :

3 Playable characters (GT Goku, Pan, GT Trunks)

Episodes and Quests

Masters and Masters Quests

1 Stage

Skills, Costumes and accessories

Z-souls

This content allows you to go deeper into the story of Dragon Ball Z and Dragon Ball GT through the game alone or with other
players travelling in the Toki Toki City.
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Title: DRAGON BALL XENOVERSE GT Pack 1
Genre: Action
Developer:
DIMPS
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (x64) / Windows 7 (x64)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz / AMD Athlon 64 X2 5200+, 2.6GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Nvidia GeForce 8800 / ATI Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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They stated in a article that they were adding alot more PQ's than just these, now it seems like they were speaking about 12
being across all three DLC.. And to make it much better , this content was already in our game, we just paid for it to be
unlocked.

Glad I didn't pay full price for the game itself so I didn't have to feel as dumb about getting the season pass.

PS: The next DLC looks like it is just as sad, adding Towa and Mira as playable characters and such, even thought they WERE
IN THE GAME.
**facepalms**

Price point is not proper for this DLC alone.. With this overpriced DLC you will be paying 9.99$ for GT Goku whos voice
actor is Dragonball Kai Gohan who can't tranform into super saiyan 4 during battle but does it during the time partrol quest, the
most hated Trunks in the entire Dragonball franchise who has a sword which show that this is nothing but Trunks with a outfit
change that they should have just added to the game as a selectable outfit from the beginning, Annoying pan but looks like it
was only thing that was done right., Poorly Designed Textures of the Planet Tuffle stage. A Fight against Big Ape Baby Vegeta
with no normal Baby Vegeta to fight or not even playable in this at all. No Uub at all...... Even with the new moves and having
yamcha and tien as masters there is not enough content for this to be 9.99$

WHERE DID BABY VEGETA AND SUPER 17 END UP? FIND OUT NEXT TIME!!! ON DRAGONBALL XV!!!.. for
9.99$ :o. I'll be honest. It seems like the server issues are mostly solved, however, I cannot really condone the amount of content
in this DLC as being worth $9.99, maybe $4.99, get it on sale, unless you bought the season pass.

If the DLC continues to be this size, and released on a monthly basis, then your best bet is a season pass.
Content included in this are:
Two masters: Tien and Yamcha (Yes, you heard me right.)
Three Parallel Quests: Fight Great Ape Baby, Fight GT Goku, fight SSJ4 Goku + Vegeta and then SSJ4 Gogeta.
Five outfits (That I know of): A Launch Costume, a Spike the Devilman Costume, and Yamcha's outfit, all 700k\/piece (2.8mil)
Zenny each. A Mr. Popo outfit and Murasaki Ninja outfit, which I don't know the price tag on, but likely about the same.
Z-Souls: All previously available to NPCs\/Characters, now available to your custom.
"Story Mode": You get a couple. Technically 30 minutes worth if you are a level 80. A few fights, not many.
New Moves: Super Spirit Bomb, and two moves using the power-pole. Plus some other moves available through the new PQs,
and new masters.
New Characters: GT Goku, GT Trunks, Pan

I tried to be thorough without itemizing abosolutely everything. I'll leave the judgement to you. If that is worth $9.99, then get it,
if not, don't, or get the season pass instead. (Worth it, honestly.)

Game is worth it to DBZ fans, the DLC is a little scammy.

P.S.:
I didn't unlock the ultimate finishes for two of the new PQs, it was brought to my attention Omega Shenron is available to fight
for the Gogeta one.. bought the season pass after loving the game so much and thinking the dlc would have so much more great
content. boy was i wrong. this first dlc only comes with 3 characters you probably didnt care about, only has 2 or 3 pq (i can't
remember) and it only comes with like 2 actual story missions, both of which are meh. i love this game, but honestly, your better
off passing on this first dlc pack for sure.. This Dlc includes Yamcha and Tien as masters, with decent moves. The moves were
already in the game but now you can equip them to your CC (Custom Character) It also adds GT Goku GT Trunks and Pan. It
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also adds 3 new PQ'S and 3 new Story Missions. So you may ask, What's the downfall? Well it's only half of the story, GT Goku
can't go Super Sayain 4 in battle, Yamcha sucks, they don't have regular Baby, Vegeta Baby, or any new content really. 5$ is a
fair price, not 10, and I think they should have had the full GT saga story.. I dont know what they were thinking releasing this
amount of content for $10. I have done game design myself and most of this content is copy\/paste of a lot of pre existing
content they already had. The only thing new from the storymode is probably Baby great ape and the first map. The rest was pre
existing stuff.

I really hope they raise their standards a bit for future DLC.
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I kinda feel like all of this stuff was supposed to be in the game already but I still recommend it because it is a welcome addition
that makes the game better. Unfortunately some of the skills and Z-Souls were already present in the game for the CPU
characters and all this DLC did was make them available to custom characters but (in my opinion) Super Spirit Bomb is the best
Ultimate attack I have found even better than the ones from dragon balls so again, this DLC feels like a rip-off in the sense it
was all almost in the game already but at the same time I wouldn't want the game without it.. If you want to find out how GT can
exist as a timeline to DBZ, get this. Non-Canon argument stands but at least we know it was a possible outcome. Not gonna spoil
his dialogue, but it is there. All around just for this bit of story alone made the season pass worth it.. "FINAL... SHINE...
ATTACK!!!!". While I do recommend this DLC, I'm telling you right now, get this pack with the season pass or at a sale. I do
not think this DLC is worth 9.99$. It simply doesn't have enough gameplay to justify it's asking price. What this pack does offer
is not bad at all though. 4 more Time Patrol mission and 3 more parallel quests, More outfits, attacks, Z souls, 3 new characters
and 2 new mentors. These are always welcome, but the asking price should drop to 4.99$. If that was the case, I could not
recommend this more. Since it is not the case, once again, buy the season pass or get this at a sale.. Got all of these for \u00a35.
Had fun playing them and the new masters are pretty cool. Little money spent + more gameplay = Fun.. As much as it pains me
to do this, for I love Dragonball Xenoverse, this DLC pack is a scam and I cannot recommend it at all for purchase by anyone.
Even the most diehard DBZ fan, AVOID THIS DLC PACK. This pack offers no value increase to the game, not even giving
you a full time patrol stoory and instead cutting the time patrol quest line off half way with a "commercial break" halfway
through the new content. Want to know what happens next? Find out next time you decide to pay $10 for the next DLC pack!
This pack also fails to address the most pertinent issues in the game, such as the game's balance and the lack of Freiiza\/Majin
transformation. In fact, this DLC pack didn't really add in anything that was worth paying for. If you're interested in games with
GOOD DLC check out Payday 2, lots of content in each DLC pack with only half the cost. Maybe buy this on sale if it dips
below the $3 mark, but otherwise avoid this pack like AIDS. If subsequent packs are just as bad, avoid them as well.
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